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pokmon battle revolution is designed to go hand in hand with pokmon
diamond and pearl for the nintendo ds. like the previous console games, you
take your pokmon from your handheld game and put them into this game. if

you do not do this you have to rent pokmon and sorry to say, that feature
flat out sucks! if you have diamond or pearl (or even both) then you will have

a much better time with this game. i'm not sure if pkhex works with battle
revolution, but everytime i try to load my dumped save from dolphin it shows

up with this error and doesn't load it. i'm not sure if i'm doing something
wrong, tried to look for a solution to this on other sites but came up with

nothing. i attached both the decrypted save and the original dolphin dump.
thanks in advance for the help! the game features eleven different

colosseums, each with special changes to normal play or prerequisites and
either a colosseum leader or colosseum master. the six colosseum leaders
wear pokmon costumes; for example, marina of the waterfall colosseum
wears a kyogre costume. also, the crystal colosseum can hold up to 16

players, the battles are done in a 16-person tournament mode. after beating
the poktopia championship, the player is given a pikachu with volt tackle,
surf, and a light ball (such a pikachu is impossible for a player to make by

normal means). each level rule (level 30 open and level 50 all) for a
colosseum has a specific ranking, which goes up as the player wins. as the
rank increases, the trainers become stronger and the pok coupon rewards
become greater. around rank 7, the leaders and trainers will begin to use

legendary pokmon.
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a character's pokmon stats are determined by the trainer. to determine their
stats, the trainer has a list of moves for their pokmon, and only three moves.

the only other way to determine the stats of a pokmon is to use pokemon
battle revolution's linkup function. pokemon battle revolution game was

developed by alphadream as a port of the pokmon games for the nintendo
ds (and other systems, but the series did not reach the pc). the core of the

game's gameplay is the same as in the nintendo ds pokmon games, but with
the added ability to battle against another player (hence the name "battle

revolution"). when not battling, players can view a variety of information and
statistics about their pokmon, including their current level and their current
base stats (speed, attack, defense, and physical and special attack). when a

battle is ready, the player can choose which pokmon to use, and which
moves to use, before beginning the battle. a pokmon is represented on the
touchscreen by its silhouette, which can be moved around to display the

pokmon's stats. pokmon can use a variety of moves, but each move
consumes one of the five power items that are available in the game

(energy, fire, electricity, ice, and water). the three different types of moves
that can be used at each level can be switched at any time before the move

is executed. the nintendo ds pokmon games include a character creation
mode, where players can choose a background and customize the player

character's name and appearance.the present invention relates to a method
for rapid, highly sensitive and selective detection of specific polynucleotide

sequences, in particular for polynucleotide hybridization, which may be used,
in particular, for the detection of pathogenic bacteria. methods and kits for
the detection of dna based on fluorescence in situ hybridization (fish) have
been described in wo 90/11188 and ep-a-0 356 991. these known methods
include the steps of attaching a probe which recognizes a specific sequence
of a bacterial chromosome to the surface of a thin, solid, glass microscope

slide, applying a cell suspension to the slide, incubating the slide and the cell
suspension, and detecting the fluorescent signal of the probe. during the

incubation step, the cells attach to the slide surface and the probe molecules
hybridize to the target dna sequences of the bacterial chromosome. after
hybridization, the bacterial cells are fixed to the slide surface for further
detection. one of the problems that arise during the fixation step is the

fixation of the bacterial cells. fixation of the bacteria is important to prevent
their rapid division and thus to allow detection of the fluorescent signal.

fixation is often achieved by using formaldehyde to fix the bacterial cells.
fixation with formaldehyde is, however, not the preferred method as it

results in strong background signals and in cell damage. therefore, there is a
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need to develop a method that allows the bacteria to be fixed more easily. a
method of staining nucleic acids is known from ep 0 164 615. in this method

a coating of polyvinyl alcohol is used to immobilize the nucleic acid. this
coating, however, is not suitable for the fixation of bacterial cells.

accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method for
highly sensitive and selective detection of polynucleotide sequences, which

is highly suitable for the detection of pathogenic bacteria. the present
invention provides a method for rapid, highly sensitive and specific detection
of polynucleotide sequences which includes the steps of: attaching a probe
which recognizes the polynucleotide sequences to a support; incubating the
support to which the probe is attached with a suspension of cells; fixing the

cells to the support; detecting the fluorescent signal of the probe. in a
preferred embodiment of the method, the polynucleotide sequences to be

detected are bacterial polynucleotide sequences. 5ec8ef588b
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